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Abstract 
Bacteria use a number of mechanisms to defend themselves from antimicrobial drugs. One 
important defense strategy is the ability to export drugs by multidrug transporters. One class 
of multidrug transporter, the so-called multidrug and toxic compound extrusion (MATE) 
transporters, extrude a variety of antibiotic compounds from the bacterial cytoplasm. These 
MATE transporters are driven by a Na
+
, H
+
, or combined Na
+
/H
+
 gradient, and act as 
antiporters to drive a conformational change in the transporter from the outward to the 
inward-facing conformation. In the inward-facing conformation, a chemical compound (drug) 
binds to the protein, resulting in a switch to the opposite conformation, thereby extruding the 
drug. Using molecular dynamics simulations, we now report the structural basis for Na
+
 and 
H
+
 binding in the dual ion coupled MATE transporter ClbM from Escherichia coli, which is 
connected to colibactin-induced genotoxicity, yielding novel insights into the ion/drug 
translocation mechanism of this bacterial transporter.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: MATE transporter; MD simulations; Ion-translocation mechanism; Drug release 
mechanism  
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1 Introduction 
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is one of the most crucial health issues in the near future; a 
current study released by the World Health Organization (WHO) predicts that AMR will 
cause ~50 million deaths every year from 2050 [1]. Bacteria use many different mechanisms 
to develop resistance to antibiotic drugs. One of these mechanisms is drug efflux by multi 
drug efflux pumps or transporters, which is thought to be a main cause of AMR [2]. One of 
the five classes of these drug transporters [3] is the multidrug and toxic compound extrusion 
(MATE) transporter class [4]. These transporters are able to extrude a variety of drugs, 
including antibiotics [5] in the case of bacteria, from the cytoplasm to the periplasm [6]. 
These transporters are driven by an electrochemical ion gradient, which comprises either Na
+
 
[7], H
+
 [8], or both of these ions in unison [9,10].  
Recently, structural data for Na
+
 [6,11–13] and H
+
 [14–17] driven MATE transporters have 
been obtained to rationalize the structural basis for the ion/drug antiport mechanism. 
Additionally, a structure of the eukaryotic MATE transporter CasMATE from Camelina 
sativa has been resolved [18], but the nature of the ion-coupling to CasMATE is yet to be 
established. Most structures available for MATE transporters are found in the outward-facing 
conformation, but a recent crystallographic study also yielded the inward-facing 
conformation of the MATE transporter from Pyrococcus furiosus (PfMATE) [19]. These 
crystal structures reveal that the proteins comprise 12 transmembrane α-helices. In most 
MATE transporters, an essential [20] conserved glutamic/aspartic acid is found near the 
center of the protein, which is accessible to water molecules and is thought to coordinate the 
ion [21]. Accessibility pathways for Na
+
 [21,22] and H
+
 [23] transport to the essential 
glutamate have previously been described in detail for the outward-facing conformation. 
However, a recent study questioned the H
+
 selectivity for PfMATE  and proposed the 
existence of a highly conserved Na
+
 binding site in the MATE family [24]; this idea is, 
however, in disagreement with structural data [14] as well as recent fluorescence [25] and 
Double Electron Electron Resonance (DEER) [26] measurements. Transport of Na
+
 during its 
catalytic cycle has not yet been demonstrated experimentally for PfMATE, while protons 
cause the conformational change from the outward-facing to the inward-facing conformation, 
as shown by DEER measurements [26]. The proposed Na
+
 binding site [24] also cannot 
explain the fact that this MATE transporter [14] and VcmN from Vibrio cholerae [17] have 
been crystallized in bent and straight conformations under different pH conditions, indicating 
a protonation driven conformational change in the outward-open state. After protonation of 
D41 (PfMATE) [14] or D35 (VcmN) [17] in the outward-open state, the straight 
conformation is transformed to the bent conformation, as also supported by fluorescence [25] 
and DEER spectroscopy [26]. In disagreement with this, another recent crystallographic 
study claimed that the conformational change may not be pH dependent, but Na
+
 coupled 
[19] and thus additional Na
+
 transport assays are needed to clarify the ion coupling 
preference. The bent conformation is more open than the straight conformation and thus the 
drug is more likely to be expelled in the bent conformation [14]. 
Initially, the MATE transporter NorM from Vibrio cholerae (NorM-VC) was suggested to be 
coupled to sodium ions and protons [9], with the proton and sodium predicted to be harbored 
within the same binding site [27]. In contrast, recent measurements of ligand binding to 
NorM-VC indicated that the binding site residues solely coordinate protons [28]; however the 
authors of this study also claimed that a two-fold shift in the EC50 (Na
+
) for the E255Q 
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mutant was observed, which indicates ion binding to E255 at some point during the 
conformational transformation. ClbM from Escherichia coli is the first MATE transporter 
whose precise biological function has been elucidated. It has been shown to be necessary for 
the export and thus activity of the bacterial toxin colibactin, which causes DNA damage in 
mitochondrial cells [29], and to transport precolibactin from the cytoplasm to the periplasm in 
Escherichia coli [6]. As dual ion coupling has also been shown for the MATE transporter 
ClbM [10], which does not have the same ion binding site motif as observed in NorM-VC, 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been used here to study the role of primary [6] 
and the secondary [24] ion binding sites in ClbM. A molecular description of ClbM, 
highlighting the C- and N-lobe, helical numbering, and location of the ion binding sites, is 
shown in Fig. 1. In addition, a sequence alignment shows that the corresponding key residues 
of PfMATE are also found in ClbM. Our simulation results suggest that the Na
+
 ion may be 
stably bound in the secondary site, whilst the Na
+
 ion in the primary site is released, in 
agreement with recent structural re-analysis [24]. 
 
2 Material & Methods 
2.1 Molecular dynamics simulations 
The pKa of titratable residues of the MATE transporter ClbM (PDB ID: 4Z3P) [6] from 
Escherichia coli was calculated using the H++ webserver [31], applying an internal dielectric 
constant εint = 10, an external dielectric constant εout = 80 and a salinity of 0.15 M. pKa values 
of 6.6, 10.4, 2.2 and 7.2 were obtained for D53, D199, D299 and H351, respectively; the co-
crystallized Rb
+
 ion was substituted by a Na
+
 ion. It should be noted that in all simulations 
D199 was protonated, as indicated e.g. by our pKa calculations, and by previous studies of a 
Na
+
 binding site of a c-ring from Fusobacterium nucleatum [32], where two carboxylate 
groups are in the same Na
+
 coordinating binding site and one (E32) remains protonated even 
if a positively charged guanidinium ion resides near E32. As a histidine (H351) is found near 
the primary binding site, which also harbors D299 – thought to be involved in ion transport 
[6] – all possible different protonation states of H351 (H351:Nδ1
prot
, H351:Nε2
prot
 and 
H351:Nδ1
prot
/Nε2
prot
) were simulated in independent simulations. For all these unique 
protonation states, two additional conditions have been simulated to test the ion occupancy of 
both binding sites: 1) The primary ion binding site is occupied by a Na
+
 ion (D299 
deprotonated) and a water molecule is found in the secondary site; in this setup D53 is 
protonated; or 2) the ion binding site is empty (D299 protonated) and a Na
+
 ion is found in 
the secondary site; in this setup D53 is deprotonated. In addition, three replicas each of the 
wild type protein with Na
+
 depleted sites (no Na
+
 in system; D53 and D199 deprotonated) 
and the D53A/D199A mutant (Na
+
 in secondary site) have been simulated. The protein was 
aligned and embedded in a palmitoyl-oleoyl phosphatidylcholine (POPC) bilayer, using 
LAMBADA [33] and g_membed [34], respectively. All systems were simulated for 100 ns in 
triplicate, using a 2 fs time step. Simulations were carried out with the GROMACS (version 
5) software package [35], applying the AMBER-ILDN force field [36,37]. The Berger lipid 
parameters [38] with improved ion parameters [39] and the TIP3P water model [40] were 
used. To keep pressure and temperature constant at 1 bar and 300 K, the Parinello-Raman 
barostat [41] and the v-scale thermostat [42] were used, respectively. 
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To examine if the inner cavity of ClbM is solvent accessible, we calculated the solvent 
accessible surface area (SASA) [43], and visual analysis was performed using the program 
trj_cavity [44] along with VMD [45]. Properties were calculated for the binding site residues 
(D53, N195, D199, D299 and H351) and for titratable residues located within the inner cavity 
(R297, E394, R412, H413), as identified by analyzing the crystal structure [6]. The standard 
deviation was calculated over the entire 300 ns of sampling (100 ns in triplicate merged for 
analysis). Furthermore, we calculated the water occupancy of the N-lobe binding site in the 
absence of a Na
+
 ion in this binding site. A water molecule was defined to occupy the site if 
the water was simultaneously coordinated by D53:Oδx, N195:Oδ1 and D199:Oδx, using a 
cut-off of 3.5 Å. 
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed for three systems. The trajectories of the 
three replicates of WT D299(-)/H351(+), WT D299(H)/H351(HNd) and the double mutant 
D53A/D199A D299(H)/H351(HNd) were concatenated. We extracted 1000 frames from each 
simulation with a temporal spacing of 100 ps, yielding a total of 9000 frames. The covariance 
matrix was calculated from Cα positions across the full concatenated trajectory to yield 
common principal components for all three system states. Subsequently, the original 
trajectories were projected onto these principal components and the positions in principal 
components 1 and 2 were plotted to show the conformational space explored by the 
individual systems. Individual projections were color coded in a scatter plot to visualize the 
different regions occupied by the protein in a specific state. Subsequently, the major cluster 
centroids for each system state were extracted and the respective structures compared.  
 
3 Results & Discussion 
3.1 Water accessibility of the internal cavity of ClbM 
It was shown recently that the N-lobe and the C-lobe ion binding sites from the sodium 
coupled MATE transporter NorM-VC [21,27] and NorM-NG [22] are solvent accessible, 
which is a prerequisite for ion binding and release, as e.g. discussed for the ion translocation 
mechanism of the membrane embedded domain from V-type ATPases [46], which is able to 
close the luminal water channel and thus prevents proton transport [47] to inactivate the 
enzyme. To test if both proposed ion binding sites of ClbM are water accessible, we 
calculated the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and mapped the water occupancy at t = 
0, 50 and 100 ns (Fig.  2 and S1). In addition, the SASA of all other titratable residues 
(residues R297, E394, R412, H413) in the inner cavity of ClbM was calculated (Fig.  2). We 
found that both binding sites and all titratable residues in the inner cavity are water accessible 
and thus ions can potentially be transferred from the bulk to both ion binding sites via water 
pathways into the cavity. However, it should be noted that D199, N195 (N-lobe binding site) 
and H351 (C-lobe binding site) are not accessible, indicating that ion coordination within the 
binding site prevents the access of solvent molecules (D199 and N195) and that interactions 
of H351 with D299 lower the solvent accessibility; thus the proton is assumed to be 
transferred via D299 to H351 (and not by the solvent). 
 
3.2 A proton binding site is found in the C-lobe of ClbM 
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Recently it has been postulated that the MATE transporter ClbM from Escherichia coli is 
coupled to Na
+
 ions and protons simultaneously [10]. A possible Na
+
 binding pocket has been 
proposed to be found near the center of the protein, involving D299 [6]. To test if D299 is a 
Na
+
 or proton binding site, MD simulations in the Na
+
 bound (D299 deprotonated) and proton 
bound (D299 protonated) states were performed. To also examine if a nearby histidine 
residue (H351) is likely to have an effect on Na
+
 binding, simulations of all three possible 
protonation states (H351:Nδ1
prot
, H351:Nε2
prot
 and H351:Nδ1
prot
/Nε2
prot
) of this residue were 
carried out. During 100 ns simulations, the sodium ion was consistently observed to be 
released early during the simulations and generally did not re-bind to D299, independent of 
the protonation state of H351 (Fig. 3). Thus, a proton rather than Na
+
 ion is more likely to be 
stably bound to the ion binding site near the center of the membrane at D299, as shown in 
Fig. 3 a) – c).  
 
It should be noted that site directed mutations of D299 did not cause dysfunction of the 
protein [10], indicating that D299 is not essential for proton and/or Na
+
 translocation. It may 
be proposed that in the D299A mutant, H351 may adopt the role of D299, inducing the 
conformational change following its protonation prior to release of the proton in the inward-
facing conformation; however, this interpretation for the role for H351 is speculative and 
further experimental evaluation is required, for example by testing the effects of point 
mutations (e.g. H351A, D299A/H351A) upon the transport activity. Notwithstanding, if 
H351 is important to promote the conformational change and to translocate the ion, this may 
mean that different MATE transporters are adapted to different cellular conditions such as 
e.g. changes in pH (based on the pKa, an imidazole group [48] is more likely to become 
protonated than a carboxylate group [49]). In the simulations, two stable proton binding sites 
were observed, which may be intermediates in the proton transport cycle. First, a stable site 
was observed when D299 is protonated and H351 is protonated at H351:Nδ1 (Fig. 3 a)); the 
proton may be expected to be transferred from D299 to H351, according to the pKa of both 
residues types. The organization of the binding site is changed according to the protonation 
state of D299 and H351 (Fig. 3b)). While the Y359:OH – H351:Nε2 and Q375:Oε1 
interactions are destabilized, the T295:Oγ – A291:O interaction is stabilized when H351 and 
D299 are both charged. The change in the binding site induces the conformational change 
from the outward-facing to the inward-facing conformation and it is probable that the 
protonation of H351 is essential, as D299 is not crucial for proton transport, but decreases 
transport activity slightly [10]. Histograms of crucial distances and the structure of the proton 
binding site, which is located in the C-lobe, are shown in Fig. 3. 
 
3.3 A sodium binding site is found in the N-lobe of ClbM 
After studying the ion binding site in the C-lobe, another possible Na
+
 binding site in the N-
lobe was next examined, as dual ion coupling has been reported [10]. A recent study 
suggested a Na
+
 binding site may exist in a different location than first proposed in the crystal 
structure [6] based on crystallographic refinement and bioinformatics approaches [24]; 
however, this binding site was initially suggested to be occupied by a water molecule [6]. To 
test this proposal, MD simulations were initiated from the crystal structure [6] with a Na
+
 ion 
bound in the alternative secondary binding site [24], in contrast with the original crystal 
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structure in which a water molecule rather than a Na
+
 ion was modelled in this secondary site 
[6]. The resulting simulations showed that a sodium ion is indeed stably bound at this site, but 
in contrast, the complex formed with a single water molecule was unstable (Table 1). During 
the simulations, the mean interaction distances of D53:Oδ1, D53:Oδ2, N195:Oδ1, S217:Oγ, 
and V213:O with the sodium ion were 2.44, 2.33, 2.33, 2.41, and 3.37 Å respectively; 
pairwise protein-protein sidechain interactions in the binding site also remained stable. Only 
small standard deviations from the average distance were associated with these interactions, 
unlike those with the corresponding water molecule (Table 1). In addition, the occupancy 
shows that water does not stably remain within the binding site; the measured occupancy 
values are 44.2% (H351:Nε2
prot
), 15.3% (H351:Nδ1
prot
/Nε2
prot
) and 0.03% (H351:Nδ1
prot
). 
Fig. 4 shows the equilibrated Na
+
 binding site in the N-lobe of the MATE transporter ClbM. 
 
Thus, a computational re-analysis of the ion binding site reveals that a Na
+
 ion is likely to be 
bound to D53:Oδ1, D53:Oδ2, N195:Oδ1, V213:O and S217:Oγ; however, the interaction of 
V213:O with Na
+
 is unstable and leads to unbinding and re-binding to the ion (Fig.  S2). 
Surprisingly, D199:Oδ1 is not bound to the ion, as observed in other sodium ion binding 
sites, e.g. the ATP synthase rotor subunit from Ilyobacter tartaricus (Q32:Oε1) [50] or 
Fusobacterium nucleatum (E32:Oε1) [32], which may be due to additional hydrogen bonds 
contributed by D199:Oδ1. The binding site residues are additionally stabilized by hydrogen 
bonds with each other, specifically D199:Oδ2 – D53:Oδx, N195:Nδ2 – D199:Oδx, 
N195:Nδ2 – D53:Oδ1 and S217:Oγ – V213:O. A representative structure of the predicted 
Na
+
 binding site in the N-lobe of ClbM is shown in Fig. 4.  
 
This Na
+ 
binding site has also been predicted to be present in a large number of bacterial 
MATE transporters [24]. However, the claim that the above-mentioned Na
+
 binding motif is 
present in prokaryotic MATE transporters [24] does not rationalize how straight and bent 
conformations are induced at different pH values in the crystal structures of PfMATE [14] 
and VcmN [17]; comparing the conformations of titratable residues of PfMATE indicates no 
major rearrangements of any titratable residue, except for D41 (Fig.  S3), and the bent 
conformation is found at lower pH (D41 more likely to be protonated) than the straight 
conformation. However, it should be noted that conflicting data have been obtained recently, 
as crystallographic analysis revealed a Cs
+
 ion bound to D41 in PfMATE [19].  Furthermore, 
the proposed sodium binding site residues (D40, N180, D184 and T202) are also found in the 
MATE transporter DinF [16]. Additionally, in the same study, DinF was shown to be a H
+
 
rather than a Na
+
 coupled MATE transporter [16], whilst the structure of the D40N mutant 
(DinF) is similar to the wild type state [13] suggesting that the proposed conserved binding 
site motif [24] is not exclusively selective for Na
+
 ions over protons in the N-lobe of MATE 
transporters. To clarify the discrepancy between these experimental results [14,16] and the 
proposed location of the Na
+
 binding site in PfMATE [19,24], Na
+
 transport assays would be 
desirable. This may also clarify if a potential Na
+
 binding site is important for some MATE 
transporters from prokaryotic organisms.  Since the Na
+
 binding site is predicted to be located 
in the vicinity of D53 and D199 and the ClbM D53A/D199A mutant is mechanistically active 
[10], this mutant would not be expected to be able to translocate Na
+
 ions across the 
membrane when extruding ethidium bromide (EtBr).   
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3.4 Sodium binding and mutations in the N-lobe site foster the bent conformation 
The MATE transporters PfMATE has been crystallized in the bent and straight conformations 
dependent upon pH (the bent conformation is observed at pH 6 and the straight conformation 
is detected at pH 7-8, respectively) [14], indicating a protonation driven conformational 
change in the outward, open conformation. The bent conformation adopts an extended open 
state with respect to the straight conformation, induced by an increased bending angle of ~10˚ 
in the extracellular halves of transmembrane helix (TMH) 5 and TMH6 with respect to one 
another [14]. Furthermore, irrespective of the protonation state of D41, the essential P26 [14] 
induces a kink in helix 1 with angles of 146.5˚ and 156.1˚ in the straight and bent 
conformations, respectively, resulting in an increased bending angle of TMH 1 of ~9.6˚ 
(reference points for calculation of angles: I20:N, P26:N, W44:N) that may lead to opening of 
the channel, as shown in Fig. 5. The corresponding angle in ClbM is 156.6˚ (in the presence 
of Rb
+
 ions) and 156.9˚ (Rb
+
 free) (PDB-IDs: 4Z3P and 4Z3N, respectively; reference points 
for calculation of angles: L32:N, P38:N and W56:N), indicating that the crystal structures 
represent a bent-like conformation.  
To test if ion binding in ClbM has a similar effect in PfMATE, the ion-bound trajectories 
were analyzed and additional simulations were carried out without sodium ions present (D53 
and D199 deprotonated). It was found that: 1) the average kink angles of the analogous 
residues (L36, P38, W56) were slightly greater in the ion-bound simulations than in the ion-
free simulations; 2) the center of mass (COM) distances between TMH1 (residue 37-
55:N)/TMH2 (residue 69-87:N) and TMH7 (residue 264-282:N)/TMH8 (residue 290-308:N) 
increased in the ion-bound simulations (if D299 is protonated); and 3) the distances between 
the COM of the C-lobe and N-lobe (backbone) also increased in the ion bound state. These 
results are summarized in Table 2, and are in agreement with previous simulations, which 
indicated that the central cavity of the MATE transporter NorM-VC may collapse in the ion-
free state of the secondary site [21,51]. 
 
Experimentally, alanine mutation of the aspartic acids coordinating the Na
+
 ion (D53A, 
D199A and D53A/D199A) surprisingly did not significantly affect the transport activity of 
ClbM [10], but mutation of the corresponding residue in MATE transporters from other 
organisms drastically reduced transport activity [12,14,16,20]. While mutations in the ion 
binding site may either change the ion selectivity [52] or cause a substitution/switching of the 
coupling residue [53], the double mutation would be expected to be inactive if the ion binding 
site is crucial to couple transport, as neither Na
+
 nor protons can be bound and transported by 
these residues. It should be noted that the helix orientation of TMH 1 is similar to the bent 
form of PfMATE, when D41 is protonated [10] or in the unlikely case that a Na
+
 ion is bound 
to this binding site in PfMATE, as previously claimed [24]. Thus alanine mutation of both 
aspartic acids located at this site (D53 and D199) may induce the bent-like conformation that 
may be necessary for drug release in ClbM [14,54]. To test the behavior of the D53A/D199A 
mutant, this mutant was also simulated; the resultant trajectories revealed that it 
spontaneously adopts a slightly more open bent conformation (Table 2). However, while in 
PfMATE a tyrosine (Y139) is found to be important for the transition of the straight to the 
bent conformation [14], an analogous tyrosine residue is not found in ClbM [6]. Collectively 
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 when considering the existing experimental results for PfMATE, the observations here 
regarding Na
+
 binding to ClbM, and the properties of the D53A/D199A ClbM mutant  these 
indicate that the bent conformation is required for drug release in the outward-facing 
conformation, because the bent conformation is more open, thus creating a microenvironment 
that favors drug release.    
 
3.5 Principal component analysis suggests conformational changes along the 
mechanistic cycle 
Principal component analysis was carried out on trajectories of the Cα atoms of all simulated 
trajectories in any state of ClbM, including the D53A/D199A double mutant. Subsequently, 
we used these normal modes to quantify how the different states (ion bound initially to N-
lobe or C-lobe) and the mutations affect motions at different frequencies. The wild type 
systems share a similar conformational space with D299(H)/H351(HNd) occupying the 
transition state of D299(-)/H351(+) as evidenced by the location of the conformations of 
D299(H)/H351(HNd) in between the two major clusters formed by D299(-)/H351(+) (Fig.  6, 
top center region). This is consistent with the assumption that a change in protonation 
reweights the conformational equilibrium of the system. The double mutant shares some 
conformational space with D299(-)/H351(+) in one conformation, but exhibits two further 
conformations that are distinct from wild type states (Fig.  6, lower orange clusters). 
Interestingly the structural data, representing the mean structures of each cluster, indicate that 
all sodium bound systems and all three clusters of the double mutant are found in the bent 
conformation; only small structural differences are observed in the structures (Fig.  S4). The 
blue clusters associated with the D299(-)/H351(+) system show a different behavior; the 
mean structure of one cluster, associated with the early stages of the simulations, aligns with 
the bent conformation, whilst the mean structure of the second cluster represents the straight 
conformation. 
 
 
3.6 Mechanistic implications 
The simulations reported here for the MATE transporter ClbM along with existing 
experimental data for PfMATE [14] and VcmN [17] indicate that the bent conformation is 
induced by ion binding. A decreased distance between the COM of TMH1/2 and TMH7/8 
was observed when the secondary N-lobe ion site in ClbM was not occupied by an ion, which 
is also in agreement with previously reported computational studies [21,51,54], showing a 
contraction of the protein channel when the secondary N-lobe site is ion-free. This result is 
further supported by the PCA analysis, showing a transition from the bent to the straight 
conformation when the simulation is initiated from the state where sodium is initially bound 
to D299. It may therefore be proposed that: 1) after the conformational change from the 
inward to the outward-facing conformation, ClbM is in the straight conformation with the 
drug bound to the central cavity and ions are not bound to the protein; 2) an ion next binds to 
the secondary (N-lobe) ion binding site and thereby induces the bent conformation; 3) this 
slightly more open conformation and increased cavity size enables the drug to be expelled; 
and 4) another ion (likely H
+
) is transferred to the C-lobe binding site, which subsequently 
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transports the proton across the membrane during the conformational transformation to the 
inward-facing conformation, as observed in NorM-VC [9,27]. The proposed mechanism is 
illustrated schematically in Fig. 7. The coupling residues have not yet been identified, but it 
may be speculated that D299 and H351 are involved, although D299 is not essential for the 
transport mechanism [10]. Considering the pKa of the carboxylate group of aspartic acid (pKa 
= 4.1 [49])  and the imidazole side chain of histidines (pKa = 6.5 [48]) for the G-D/H-G 
tripeptide, proton transfer may be expected to proceed from D299 to H351 during the 
transport cycle. After proton binding to H351, the conformational change from the outward-
facing to the inward-facing conformation is induced, where the ions (Na
+
 and H
+
) are 
released [10] and the drug is bound; the order of these events is, however, unestablished, due 
to the lack of structural data for the inward-facing conformation of ClbM to date.  
The data presented here, along with previously conducted experiments [10], also suggest that 
the straight conformation is mechanistically less important than the bent one, as the bent 
conformation is required to expel the ligand. The bent conformation, which can be stabilized 
by mutations (D53A/D119A), Na
+
 and H2O/H
+
(D53) binding, likely allows drug expulsion 
and does not have a crucial effect on drug transport activity [10]. However, abolishing the 
ability to foster the bent conformation by mutating relevant residues suppresses transport 
activity [14]. Summarizing, our results suggest that the bent conformation is required to 
enable drug export in the outward-facing conformation in ClbM. Since in other MATE 
transporters, ion binding has also been proposed to occur in the N-lobe, we hypothesize that 
this may be a general mechanistic feature of this class of proteins. 
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Figure 1: Architecture/ structure of ClbM. a) Side-view of ClbM, highlighting the N-lobe 
in cyan and the C-lobe in orange. b) Top-view of ClbM, highlighting key residues and the 
sodium ion. c) Sequence alignment of ClbM and PfMATE. The alignment was produced with 
Jalview [30]. 
 
Figure 2: Water accessibility of the binding sites. Water accessibility surface area of side 
chains of residues located in both binding sites and all titratable residues located in the inner 
cavity. Values are given in Å
2
.  
 
Figure 3: Proton binding site in the C-lobe. Histograms of relevant sidechain-sidechain 
atomic distances for all possible H351 protonation states, when D299 is a) deprotonated or b) 
protonated, respectively. c) Distances between Na
+
 and D299:Oεx for all possible protonation 
states of H351. All three runs for each protonation state of H351 are shown simultaneously in 
this graph. d) Intermediate proton binding site, when D299:Oε2 is protonated and H351 is 
protonated at Nδ1. e) Proposed structure of the proton binding site, which induces the 
outward-to-inward conformational transition (D299 and H351 both ionized). 
 
Figure 4: Representative equilibrated Na
+
 binding site in the N-lobe. The view zooms 
into the binding site, with key residues shown in licorice format and labeled, and the Na
+
 ion 
shown as a blue sphere.  
 
Figure 5: Top view of MATE transporter. a) Crystal structures of MATE transporter 
PfMATE in the straight and bent conformation. Residues I20, P26 and W44 are highlighted 
in vdW spheres. The different conformations of TMH 1 are shown in red (bent) and black 
(straight). The other TMHs are shown in cyan and blue for the bent and straight 
conformation, respectively. In b) the corresponding crystal structure of the MATE transporter 
ClbM is shown, highlighting L32, P38 and W56 with vdW spheres and helix 1 in red, and in 
c) the position of helices 1 and 2 (red) and TMH 7 and 8 (purple) are indicated. In d) an 
alignment of the straight and bent like structure of ClbM based on the final structure from 
simulations is shown; helix 1 is shown in red (bent) and black (straight) and other helices are 
shown in blue (bent) and blue (straight), respectively. 
 
Figure 6: PCA analysis of ClbM trajectories. PCA shows two clusters for different states 
of the wild type (blue and red) and three different clusters for the D53A/D199A double 
mutant. Representative examples for the mean structures of each cluster are shown in Fig.  
S4.  
 
Figure 7: Proposed mechanism. In the outward-facing conformation, first a sodium ion 
binds to ClbM causing a conformational change from the straight to the bent conformation. In 
the bent conformation, the drug can be released and a proton is bound, initiating the 
12 
 
conformational change from the outward-facing to the inward-facing conformation. Proton 
and Na
+
 ion are released while the drug is bound (order unknown) and a conformational 
change from the inward-facing to the outward-facing conformation finalizes the cycle. 
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